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ABSTRACT: It has long been recognized that genotype × environment interaction potentially influences
genetic evaluation of beef cattle. However, this recognition has largely been ignored in systems for national
cattle evaluation. The objective of this investigation
was to determine if direct and maternal genetic effects
on preweaning gain would be reranked depending on an
environmental gradient as determined by year effects.
Data used were from the 76-yr selection experiment
with the Line 1 Hereford cattle raised at Miles City,
MT. The data comprised recorded phenotypes from
7,566 animals and an additional 1,862 ancestral records
included in the pedigree. The presence of genotype ×
environment interaction was examined using reaction
norms wherein year effects on preweaning gain were
hypothesized to linearly influence the EBV. Estimates
of heritability for direct and maternal effects, given the
average environment, were 10 ± 2 and 26 ± 3%, respectively. In an environment that is characterized by the
5th (95th) percentile of the distribution of year effects,

the corresponding estimates of heritability were 18 ± 3
(22 ± 3%) and 30 ± 3% (30 ± 3%), respectively. Rank
correlations of direct and maternal EBV appropriate to
the 5th and 95th percentiles of the year effects were 0.67
and 0.92, respectively. In the average environment, the
genetic trends were 255 ± 1 g/yr for direct effects and
557 ± 3 g/yr for maternal effects. In the fifth percentile
environment, the corresponding estimates of genetic
trend were 271 ± 1 and 540 ± 3 g/yr, respectively, and in
the 95th percentile environment, they were 236 ± 1 and
578 ± 3 g/yr, respectively. Linear genetic trends in environmental sensitivity were observed for both the direct
(−8.06 × 10−4 ± 0.49 × 10−4) and maternal (8.72 ×
10−4 ± 0.43 × 10−4) effects. Therefore, changing systems of national cattle evaluation to more fully account
for potential genotype × environment interaction would
improve the assessment of breeding stock, particularly
for direct effects. Estimates of environmental sensitivity parameters could also facilitate identification of
genetic limitations to production.
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INTRODUCTION
Based on data from populations founded with
germplasm from the Miles City, MT, Line 1 Hereford
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DeNise et al. (1988) observed fluctuating trends in estimated additive genetic variance of preweaning gain along
an environmental gradient that was defined by 3 classes.
Buchanan and Nielsen (1979) and Notter et al. (1992)
also indicated that it might be necessary to account for
sire × herd interaction effects on weaning weight in national cattle evaluations. However, they did not suggest
that herd-specific breeding value prediction was necessary. Contrary to the aforementioned results, Tess et al.
(1979) did not detect significant sire by geographical
region effects on weaning weight among 3 disparate regions of the United States. Since the early investigations
and with few exceptions (Corrêa et al., 2010; Cardoso
and Tempelman, 2012; Ambrosini et al., 2016), strategies for national cattle evaluation have largely ignored
effects of genotype × environment interaction (Huquet
et al., 2012). However, individual producers could maximize genetic progress through the use of EBV that are
more directly applicable to the environment in which
they produce seed stock (Corrêa et al., 2010). Therefore,
the objective of this work was to evaluate the sensitivity
of genetic predictions for preweaning gain to the year effect that corresponded to the time of data collection.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
At the time of the inception of the Line 1 Hereford
population, guidelines for the care and use of farm animals in research did not exist. The management of the cattle followed commonly accepted practices for commercial production. Since the publication of the first Guide
for the Care and Use of Agricultural Animals in Research
and Teaching (Federation of Animal Science Societies,
1988), the standards set forth therein and in subsequent
editions were followed. Because this specific study
makes use of this preexisting data, no specific review of
it by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of
the USDA-ARS, Miles City, MT, was requested.
Data that were used in this research originated
from a 76-yr selection experiment with the Line 1
Hereford cattle raised at Fort Keogh Livestock and
Range Research Laboratory near Miles City, MT. Line
1 was founded using 2 half-sib bulls on 50 unrelated
cows and has remained a closed population since its
inception (MacNeil et al., 1992; MacNeil, 2009). The
data comprised recorded phenotypes from 7,566 animals and an additional 1,862 ancestral records.
The topography varies from rolling hills to broken
badlands with small, intersecting ephemeral streams
flowing into the Tongue and Yellowstone Rivers in
broad, nearly level valleys. The area is typical of the
semiarid, mixed-grass prairie of the northern Great
Plains. Indigenous vegetation on the 22,500-ha research
station is a grama/needlegrass/wheatgrass (Bouteloua/

Stipa/Agropyron) mix (Küchler, 1964). Elevation at
Fort Keogh is approximately 720 m. Average annual
temperature is 7.8°C, with daily extremes from −40 to
43°C. Average monthly temperatures are greatest during July and least during January. Average annual precipitation is 341 mm, with 75% occurring during the
April through mid-August growing season.
Management of Line 1 remained relatively constant
from 1935 to 2010. Cows grazed native range throughout the year. Each year they were moved to winter pasture on approximately January 1. Varying amounts of
energy and protein supplement were fed, and hay was
provided when excessive snow depth prevented normal
winter grazing. Cows were placed in calving pastures in
mid March. Calving heifers at 2 yr of age was initiated
in 1977. Heifers have calved in lots of about 8 ha since
that time. Since 1989, cows calved with the heifers and
were given hay during the calving period. The 2,356
dams produced from 1 to 11 progeny each and had, on
average, 3.2 calves. Cow–calf pairs were moved to native range spring pasture a few days after birth and from
spring pastures to breeding pastures about June 1. A 45to 60-d breeding season began about July 1 through
1945, about June 15 through 1992, and June 2 through
the present. After the breeding season, cows and their
calves were moved to rangeland summer pastures. Up
to the late 1950s, cows and their calves were gathered
on approximately September 1 of each year, and those
male calves that were found lacking in structural soundness, breed character, or growth potential were castrated at that time. Subsequent to the late 1950s, all male
calves were kept intact. Since the mid 1970s, calves
have received preweaning vaccinations for stress-induced diseases at a late summer working. Calves were
weaned during October at an average age of 180 d.
Following Cardoso and Tempelman (2012), a 2-step
procedure was used to implement a genetic evaluation
of preweaning gain that allowed for potential interaction
between genotypes and continuous descriptors of environmental variation in the modeling of the data. In the
first step, fixed year effects were estimated by REML as
implemented by Boldman et al. (1995), fitting the model
yijkl = μ + YRi + SAj + b1Fxijkl + b2Fdijkl +
dijkl + mijkl + cijk + eijkl,
wherein yijkl is an observation of preweaning gain (kg)
that had been linearly preadjusted to a constant age at
weaning of 180 d for the lth calf out of the kth dam;
μ is a constant applicable to all observations; YRi is a
fixed effect attributable to the ith year of birth in which
the calf was produced; SAj is a fixed effect attributable to the jth joint classification of sex of calf (bull or
heifer) and age of dam (2, 3, 4, and 5+ yr); b1 is the
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fixed linear regression of yijkl on the inbreeding of the
lth calf (Fxijkl = 0 to 0.47); b2 is the fixed linear regression of yijkl on the inbreeding of the kth dam (Fdijkl =
0 to 0.45); dijkl is a random direct genetic effect of the
lth calf; mijkl is a random maternal genetic effect of the
lth calf; cijk is a random permanent environmental effect due to the kth dam; and eijkl is a random temporary
environmental effect associated with each observation.
Then, in the second step, a random regression
model was fit using the previously estimated year effects as covariate values (Calus et al., 2002; Kolmodin
et al., 2002) to express the genetic value of each animal as a function of the environment in which it was
produced (Falconer, 1990). Therefore, 2 additional
terms were added to the model given above. These
terms correspond to the random linear regressions of
dijkl and mijkl on the previously estimated year effects.
Under the reaction norm model, expectations and variances of the normal distributions specified in the first
and second stage of the hierarchical model were
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Figure 1. Environmental effects on gain from birth to weaning for Line 1
Hereford calves that were born between 1935 and 2011.

cycles, with the first 10,000 cycles discarded as burn-in,
and using a thinning interval of 25 cycles. Global convergence was checked using the Geweke diagnostic. To
summarize the genotype × environment interaction effects, EBV were calculated for each animal at the 5th,
50th, and 95th percentile of the environmental gradient.
These EBV were used to estimate genetic trends and examine changes in the ranking of animals.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

wherein X is a known design matrix relating the data y
to the fixed effects β, and
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with the subscripts 1 through 4 designating the breeding values for the direct effects, linear reaction norm
for direct effects, maternal effects, and linear reaction
norm for maternal effects, respectively. Prior inverse χ2
and Wishart distributions for variance components as
well as all fully conditional posterior distributions used
in the Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms have been
previously described (Cardoso and Tempelman, 2012).
Intergen software (Cardoso, 2010) was used to carry out
the computations. The analyses consisted of 110,000

Variability in weather across years and the dependence of the calves and their dams on naturally occurring vegetation for nutrients motivated our use of
year effects as a measure of environmental variation.
The year effects, centered on 0, had an approximately
normal distribution over the range of −32.3 to 30.0
(Fig. 1). Including the reaction norms that linearly related direct and maternal additive effects to the environmental deviation for year effects reduced the variance of the year effects from 156.5 to 7.2. Therefore, it
can be concluded that the linear effects of contemporary groups provide a quite useful basis to explain this
known source of environmental variation.
Phenotypic expression of growth from birth to
weaning was viewed as an integrative process combining direct and maternal genetic influences with those of
the environment. Previous estimates of heritability for
direct and maternal genetic effects on gain from birth to
weaning in Line 1 were 13 to 16% and 20 to 25%, respectively (Tess and MacNeil, 1994; MacNeil and Mott,
2006). Here, the corresponding estimates of heritability,
given the average environment, were 10 ± 2 and 26 ±
3%, respectively. In an environment that is characterized by the 5th (95th) percentile of the distribution of
year effects, the estimates of heritability for direct and
maternal effects were 18 ± 3 (22 ± 3%) and 30 ± 3%
(30 ± 3%), respectively. The rank correlation of direct
EBV appropriate to the 5th and 95th percentiles of the
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Table 1. Posterior mean (SD) estimates of variance
components for direct, maternal, and reaction norm
effects on gain from birth to weaning1
Effect
Direct
Reaction norm,
direct
Maternal
Reaction norm,
maternal

Direct
41.1935
(8.5610)

Reaction
norm, direct
0.0585
(0.2573)
0.1492
(0.0214)

Maternal
0.2124
(7.2145)
0.0922
(0.4487)
114.5070
(14.4184)

Reaction norm,
maternal
0.2435
(0.2734)
−0.0359
(0.0156)
−0.1092
(0.4081)
0.1097
(0.0179)

1Variance of permanent environmental effect due to dams = 70.4909
(9.0970) and variance of residual environmental effects = 207.0881 (6.7440).

year effects was 0.67. The corresponding rank correlation of maternal EBV was 0.92, respectively. Consistent
with MacNeil and Mott (2006), the genetic correlation
between direct and maternal effects that was estimated
here was essentially nil (0.01 ± 0.11). Early estimates
of this correlation were predominately negative (Baker
1980; Robinson, 1996). However, using simulation,
Robinson (1996) and Lee and Pollak (1997) demonstrated the possibility for this negative correlation to
result from an overlooked interaction between sire (additive genetic effect) and year. Permanent environmental effects due to dams accounted for 16 ± 2% of the
phenotypic variance at the mean of the environmental
gradient. Therefore, the estimated repeatability was
0.43 ± 0.02, which is not much different from estimates
summarized by Bourdon (2000). The variance and covariance component values that were used in calculating these parameter estimates are shown in Table 1.
Approximately consistent genetic trends were observed for direct and maternal effects across the environmental gradient examined herein (Fig. 2 and 3,
respectively). In the average environment, the trends
were 255 ± 1 g/yr for direct effects and 557 ± 3 g/yr for
maternal effects. In the fifth percentile environment, the
corresponding estimates were 271 ± 1 and 540 ± 3 g/yr,
respectively, whereas in the 95th percentile environment,
the genetic trends for direct and maternal effects were
236 ± 1 and 578 ± 3 g/yr, respectively. One plausible explanation for the observed greater environmental effect
across years on the EBV for direct effects than for maternal effects may be that the preweaning growth of an
individual is expressed in a particular year and subject
to one environment whereas the contribution of a dam
is expressed across multiple years with the corresponding environmental effects being averaged. Irrespective
of the environment, these estimates of genetic trends for
preweaning gain are substantially greater than those observed by MacNeil et al. (1992) in an analysis of a substantial subset of the data that was analyzed here. At least

Figure 2. Genetic trends in direct additive effects on preweaning
gain as related to the level of the environmental covariable year effect;
EBV50 indicates the mean year effect, EBV05 indicates the fifth percentile
year effect, and EBV95 indicates the 95th percentile year effect.

in part, this difference between studies may have resulted
from the relatively strong direct-maternal correlation (rg =
−0.40) that was assumed in the earlier investigation.
At Fort Keogh, forage quality markedly changes
across the preweaning period (Heitschmidt et al., 1993;
Grings et al., 1995). On average, the growing season
ended on August 13 (MacNeil and Vermeire, 2012),
which is approximately 2 mo prior to weaning. Early
in the preweaning period, when calves largely depend
on milk from their dams for nutrition, forage quality is
substantially greater than it is later when forages are
senescing and decreasing in biological value and calves
derive more of their diet from grazing. Senescence
of rangeland forage would presumably be delayed in
years characterized by longer, cooler growing seasons
(Haferkamp et al., 2005; MacNeil and Vermeire, 2012).
In such years, diet quality for the calves would be greater
later in the preweaning period when forages contribute

Figure 3. Genetic trends in maternal additive effects on preweaning
gain as related to the level of the environmental covariable year effect;
EBV50 indicates the mean year effect, EBV05 indicates the fifth percentile
year effect, and EBV95 indicates the 95th percentile year effect.
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Figure 4. Genetic trends in environmental sensitivity of the direct
and maternal EBV for preweaning gain.

more to their diet and, indeed, Line 1 Hereford calves
grew more rapidly from birth to weaning than in warmer years. Small but significant linear trends over time
in environmental sensitivity were observed for both the
direct (−8.06 × 10−4 ± 0.49 × 10−4) and maternal (8.72 ×
10−4 ± 0.43 × 10−4) effects (Fig. 4). In Line 1, selection has been continuously applied to increase growth
to 1 yr of age (MacNeil et al., 1992). Both direct and
maternal effects on preweaning gain contribute to the
phenotype on which selection has been based. The contention that selection for greater performance in an unfavorable environment leads to reduced environmental
sensitivity (Jinks and Connolly, 1973; Falconer, 1990),
which would seem to suggest that the range environment at Fort Keogh and/or milk production by the Line
1 Hereford dams limits expression of genetic potential
for growth. Likewise, the increasing maternal environmental sensitivity observed here could be interpreted
to suggest that same environment was not limiting for
milk production by Line 1 cows.
The present results provide additional motivation
for examining the potential need for systems of national cattle evaluation to more fully account for potential genotype × environment interaction. Seed stock
producers could use the average of environmental effects corresponding to their customer’s individual operations to optimize genetic evaluation of candidates
for selection given their circumstances. Estimates of
environmental sensitivity parameters could also facilitate identification of genetic limitations to production.
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